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Ⅰ　Introduction

Japanese rural development policies have changed many times during the 21st century. For instance, asset man-
agement measures for prolonging durable years of irrigation and drainage facilities, drastic reduction in agricultural 
public investment, and direct payment to farmers for income support have been decided as new policies. In addition to 
these policies, the agricultural trade policy may change, because Japan has expressed an intention to participate in the 
meeting of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). These policy measures definitely affect agricultural production, prices 
of food and farmers' income. To evaluate policy measures, the degree of impacts must be quantified in view of eco-
nomics.

The influences of changes in the rural development policy are not only confined to the agricultural sector but 
spread to various fields, such as other industrial production and employment. These influences are complicated. Fur-
thermore, economies change according to exogenous conditions, such as a rise in the petroleum price, a rise in the im-
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port food price, and a decrease in population of rural areas, which simultaneously affect the real economies along with 
policy changes. As a matter of fact, it is difficult for researchers to see exact effects of policy changes by separating 
exogenous changes. In order to evaluate the new rural development policy, we have to quantify and designate the exact 
effect of policy changes before and after (or with-and-without) the introduction of a new policy. For this purpose, an 
economic model based on the economic theory that can duplicate real situations is important.

Actually, many models have been used for policy evaluation. Among these models, the computable general equi-
librium (CGE) model can deal with all markets related each other and can measure the ripple effects of initial policy 
changes. Also, this model is based on the optimization of economic actors subject to a restriction of resources such as 
labor and land, so the trade-off effects caused by a policy change can be easily taken into account. Trade-off effects are 
realized in the real economies if an increase in resources of a certain sector decreases resource inputs in other sectors. 
Therefore, the CGE models are useful and applicable for policy evaluations.

Several previous studies analyzed the impacts of agricultural policy reform with CGE models. Kilkenny (1993) 
used an interregional rural-urban CGE model to show the effects of farm subsidies in the USA and reported that cou-
pled farm subsidies were not as effective as decoupled (nonfarm) income transfers for promotion of rural prosperity. 
Taylor, Yunez-Nude and Dyer (1999) also examined the effects of the agricultural decoupling policy with a village 
based computable general equilibrium (CGE) model. Their results demonstrated that agricultural policies decoupled 
from price stimulated staple production in Mexico. Philippidis and Hubbard (2001) and Gohin (2006) also used the 
CGE model to show the effects of the EU's common agricultural policy (CAP) including decoupled support payments 
and partially decoupled support under cross-compliance. These studies showed that the EU's CAP has a marked effect 
on increasing the diversity of production through expansion of domestic food processing sectors, but the effects of this 
policy on both arable crop and beef production are negative.

As for the Japanese economies, Saito (2002) analyzed the effects of a farmland consolidation project as agri-
cultural public investment. Kunimitsu (2009) measured the economic effects of irrigation and drainage facilities in 
Japanese agriculture. Akune (2010) analyzed the economic linkage in the green tea industry. The CGE model used in 
these studies were static models. The dynamic CGE model was used by Son et al. (2006), Shibusawa et al. (2007) and 
Ban (2007). They respectively analyzed transportation policies, environmental policies and regional effects of policy 
change. The application of the dynamic CGE model is ideally suited for evaluating public capital stocks. For evalua-
tion of the public policy, the common CGE model used in the previous studies needs to be modified in its structure by 
introducing policy variables.

The present study develops a dynamic CGE model for policy evaluation and explains the structure of the model in 
detail. Features of this model are to introduce special structures for agricultural production and food consumption and 
to install a recursive dynamic structure.

Following this section, how to derive the equations in the model is presented based on the optimization behavior 
of the economic actors in the next section. The third section explains how parameters used in the model can be cali-
brated from real data. The fourth section shows the model closure, Walras' condition and the recursive dynamic struc-
ture. In the fifth section, we show examples of outputs calculated by this model to show how this model functions. The 
final section provides the conclusions. 

Ⅱ　Model

１　Outline of the model
CGE models are the non-linear simultaneous equations that estimated from actual economic data to duplicate and 

simulate how an economy might react to changes in policy, technology or other external factors. The equations are 
commonly based on neo-classical theory, often assuming optimizing behavior of producers, consumers and govern-
ment.

The equations of the CGE model in this study are based on the course materials of EcoMod (2010) which is the 
world’s leading research, advisory, and educational not-for-profit network dedicated to promoting advanced modeling 
and statistical techniques in economic policy and decision making. The equations with “*” are the same equations in 
these materials. 

Tables 1 to 4 explain the parameters, coefficients and variables of the model. Some local variables are explained 
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just after equations. Hereafter, the suffix, i, j, and k show the industrial sector and i, j and k =1, 2, ・・・・, n. 

Table 1　Parameters for which values are established based on empirical studies

Parameters Explanation

Φ Initial value of Frisch parameter in nested-LES (Linear Expenditure System) utility function

η Initial income elasticities of demand for commodity (sec)

σH Elasticity of substitution between food consumption and other consumptions

σF2i Initial elasticity of substitution between farmland and capital-labor bundle in the CES (Constant Elasticity of Substitution) 
function (second nest)

σF3i Initial elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in the CES  function (third nest)

σAi Initial substitution elasticities of the Armington function

σTi Initial elasticities of transformation in the CET (Constant Elasticity of Transformation) function

Table 2　Parameters for which values are estimated by the calibration

Parameters Explanation

mps Household's marginal propensity to save

αHF Budget shares of CES household utility function in food consumption (CES-function)

αHLESi Power in the nested household utility function (LES-function)

μHi Subsistence in the household consumption quantities (LES-function)

αIi Cobb-Douglas power of each commodity in the bank's utility function

αIGi Cobb-Douglas power of each commodity in the government investment function

αCGT Cobb-Douglas power of the public consumption in the government budget

αCGi Cobb-Douglas power of each commodity in government utility function

ioi,j Technical coefficients for intermediate inputs (first nest of production function)

γF2i CES distribution parameter for farmland in the firms production function (second nest of production function)

γF3i CES distribution parameter for capital in the firms production function (third nest of production function)

γAi CES distribution parameter of commodity in the Armington import function 

γTi CET distribution parameter of commodity in the combination of domestic output and export output 

aF1i Efficiency parameter for capital-labor-farmland bundle in the firm's production function (first nest)

aF2i Efficiency parameter in the firm's production function (second nest)

aF3i Efficiency parameter in the firm's production function (third nest)

aAi Efficiency parameter of Armington function of commodity (sec)

aTi Shift parameter in the CET function of firm (sec)

Table 3　Coefficients for which values are estimated by the social accounting matrix (SAM) data

Coefficients Explanation

ty Tax rate on income

tci Tax rate on consumer commodities

tki Tax rate on capital use

tli Tax rate on labor use

tmi Tariff rate on imports

tvi Tax rate on value added production including gasoline tax

di Depreciation rate for the firms capital stock

growthz Initial steady state growth rate
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２　Production of firm
Figures 1 and 2 show the nested production function representing the decision process of a typical firm. According 

to the empirical research on Japanese agriculture, substitutability of farmland and other input factors such as labor and 
capital is limited (Egaitsu, 1985). For example, if the farmland areas are fixed, the production level can hardly change 
by changing other input factors. Considering these findings, the firms' optimization behavior is described as follows.

Table 4　Variables used in the model

Variables Explanation

Price　
Pi Prices of composite commodities

PDi Prices of domestic commodities for producer 

PDDi Price of domestic output delivered to home market

PKi Return to capital for firm

PL Wage rate

PA Rent for farmland

P_AKLi Price of farmland-capital-labor bundle

P_KL Price of capital-labor bundle

PEi Export prices in national currency

PMi Import prices in national currency

ER Exchange rate

PCF Price of food bundle

PCM Price of other bundle (not food)

PCINDEX Consumer price index

Quantity

Xi Domestic sales of composite commodity (imported and domestic products)

XDi Gross domestic output

XDDi Domestic output delivered to home market

X_AKLi Demand of farmland-capital-labor bundle by firm (sec)

X_KLi Demand of capital-labor bundle by firms (sec)

Ei Exports

Mi Imports

LS* Labor supply

AS* Farmland supply

Ki Demand of capital stock

Li Demand of labor

Ai Demand of farmland

Ci Demand of consumer for commodities

CBUD Total expenditure for consumption

CBUDF Total expenditure for food consumption

CBUDM Total expenditure for commodities other than food

Y Household income

SH Household savings

IPi Demand of private investment for commodities

IGi Demand of public investment for commodities

CGi Demand of public consumption for commodities

SF* Foreign savings

SB* Primary balance in the government account (+ : debt from households, - : debt from government)

TAXR Total tax revenues

(Note) Variables with “*” are exogenous variables and others are endogenous variables.
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 (M8).

３　Consumption demand of household
Figures 3 and 4 show the structure of household utilities and the decision process for household consumption. 

In this model, we assumed that changes in the consumption level of food are quite limited even if the relative price of 

food decreases than other manufacturing products. Also, the basic consumption level exists in consumption behavior 
as defined by the Stone-Geary utility function (Neary; 1997, Sadoulet and de Janvry; 1995). The concrete equations for 
consumer behavior are derived as follows. 

Household income comes from capital revenue, labor income and asset income from land.
(Income definition)

 (M9).

Consumer saves a fraction (mps) of his/her income, so his/her nominal savings are:

 (M10)*.

Consequently, total budget for consumption is:

 (M11)*.

Fig.3　Structure of utilities of a representative household
(Note) CF and CM are total consumption for food relating commodities and non-food commodities.

Fig.4　Decision processes of a household
(Note) KS shows nominal capital stocks owned by households and equals total demand for capital stocks in nominal value represented by PKi・Ki.
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After reaching the above income, the household decides how much budget is for food consumption and how 
much is for other consumptions. Next, each commodity in the food bundle and each commodity in the other commod-
ity bundles are decided.

Using the above budget, the household optimizes their consumption for each commodity as follows. 

a　Optimization at the top level of utility
The household maximizes the CES utility function, subject to budget constraints as:

 
(6).

Here, CF and CM are total consumption for food relating commodities and non-food commodities. From the FOC of 
Eq. (6), demand functions for the food bundle and other commodity bundles are:

 (M12).

 (M13).

Here, suffix F and M show classification of the food relating sectors and non-food sectors, respectively. Note that the 
total expenditure for food (PCF･CF) and for other commodities (PCM･CM) correspond to the total budget for con-
sumption within the income (CBUDF and CBUDM, respectively).

b　Optimization at the 2nd level of utility
In terms of consumption of each food commodity, the household maximizes the Stone-Geary utility function de-

fined as:

 
(7).

Here, if , jf and kf all show the sector classification of the food relating sectors, im, jm and km show the sector classifi-
cation of the non-food sectors.  is the minimum required quantity that the consumer purchases first. In these func-
tions,   for if = 1,･･･,n,   and  . From the FOC of Eq. (7),

 (8).

Income restriction in Eq. (7) is rewritten as:

 (9).

We substitute    in this equation for the first-order condition and derive the demand function for the if 
-th commodity in the food sector as follows.
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 (10).

 (11).

 (M14).

As for commodities other than food, a household similarly maximizes the Stone-Geary utility function as follows.

 
(12).

From the FOC of Eq. (12), we derive the demand function for the im-th commodity as:

 (M15).

Demand functions shown by Eqs. (M14) and (M15) are a linear expenditure system (LES) for the consumption func-
tion.

４　Export and import
Figure 5 shows the firms’ decision on export and import.

Fig.5　Firms’ decision on export and import.

The firm chooses domestic market or foreign market to sell its commodities. It maximizes its sales under con-
straints of the constant elasticity of transformation (CET) function with the domestic commodities and export com-
modities as follows.

 
(13)*.

From the FOC of Eq. (13), the functions for the domestic commodities and exported commodities are:

 (M16)*.
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of firms and on the income of the household. In addition the government obtains revenue from tariffs. Consequently, 
the government tax revenues are:

 (M22).

Here, PWM 0 is the initial world price of import commodities.
For expenditure part, we assumed that the government decides the share of public consumption and public invest-

ment according to public opinions expressed by the national election. In other words, due to political reasons, the share 
of expenditures on public consumption and public investment is fixed at the constant ratio against revenue. Total rev-
enue is defined as:

 (15),

Expenditures of public consumption and public investment are:

 (16),

 (17).

Here, CGT and IGT are total government consumption and total government investment, respectively. Total govern-
ment revenue denotes nominal values, but savings from the primary balance in the national account, SB, are defined as 
the real value. By definition, when the primary balance is in the red, SB becomes negative indicating the government 
savings are negative, and vice versa.

After deciding the expenditures, we assumed the efficient behavior of the government. That is, the government 
optimizes each expenditure by maximizing the Cobb-Douglas utility function subject to each budget for total public 
consumption and total public investment. Optimization decision of the government is defined as:

 
(18),

and

 
(19).

Here,    and  . From the FOC of Eqs. (18) and (19) and former Eqs. (16) and (17), the demand 

for each commodity in public investment and public consumption can be defined as:

 (M23).

 (M24).

６　Commodity demand by investment
Under macroeconomic restrictions, total savings is always equal total investment. In our model, total savings con-

sist of total household savings, SH, the savings from the primary balance in the national account, SB, and trade surplus 
in the foreign account, SF. Note that SB is the real value. The agent “Bank” maximizes the utility defined by a Cobb-
Douglas function subject to the Investment-Savings balance as:
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(20)*.

Here, . From the FOC of Eq. (20), we can derive the following demand function for investment commodities.

 (M25)*.

7　Market clearing conditions and price definitions
a　Market clearing conditions
In order to meet the demand with supply, the market-clearing conditions required in each market are:

 (21)*.

 (M26)*.

 (M27)*.

 (M28)*.

Here, PWE0 is the initial world price of export commodities.

b　Price definitions
This model uses the composite price index to adjust nominal variables to real variables. The indexes used here 

are:

 (M29)*.

 (M30).

 (M31).

 (M32)*.

 (M33)*.

Ⅲ　Calibration

Using the data shown by the social accounting matrix (SAM), we can calibrate the parameters of each equation 
described above. The supply and demand in the SAM data are always balanced, so a model that uses calibrated param-
eters reaches equilibrium in price and commodity in the market. The equations for calibration are indicated by equation 
numbers with a “C”. The variables with “0” over the right shoulder indicate the initial values for each variable shown 
by the SAM data.

１　Production parameters
From the FOC of Eq. (1), the technological parameters at the 3rd nest of the production function are calibrated by:
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 (C1).

 (C2).

In the same way, from the FOC of Eq. (2), the technological parameters at the 2nd nest are calibrated by:

 (C3).

 (C4).

From Eq. (4), the technological parameters at the 1st nest are: 

 (C5)*.

 (C6)*.

２　Consumption parameters
From the FOC of Eq. (6), distribution parameters at the top level utility are calibrated by:

 (C7).

From the demand functions shown by Eqs. (M14) and (M15), we can derive the income elasticity for the demands 
for commodities as:

 (22)*.

Using the empirical results of previous studies for the value of η allow us to obtain the parameter value of αHLES as:

 (C8).

where h=F (for the food industry) or M (for another industry).
In case of LES, the Frisch parameter z is equal to:

 (23)*,

(Blonigen, et al., 1997). Here, λ is the marginal utility of expenditure and shown by the Lagrange multiplier in the 
optimization of household utility. The Frisch parameter indicates the expenditure elasticity of the marginal utility of 
expenditure and also indicates the money flexibility between essential and non essential goods. Using the empirical 
results for the value of z and initial values for variables,   can be calibrated as:

 (C9).
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3 Parameters of export and import 


From the FOC of Eq. (13)，parameters in the export function are calibrated by: 
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百� lerecursive d戸� lamics甘� uctureis composed of a sequence of several static equilibria.ηle first equilibrium in 
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from flexible c叩� italinto durable goods，but it cannot then be converted back i縫� tor'悲惨� investablecapi凶.� Consequently， 

the amount of capital stocks by industries is fixed within the year，but investment which will be transformed to the 

capiぬ� 1in the next y容器� rcanmove 合� omsector to anoth紋� sectorby searching more revenue. The endogenous determina-

tion of mvestment behavior is: 

INV;(t) = INVOi .(器) (M34)， 

where IN附)� is the investment in the i-th sec紛� rat year tand its initial value is邸内� t).面語� isthe average servic諮

is the elasticity of .5，0，cient筒ercoe側epめThPKi=~í:詰dPK総Qrsat yeart側Istock among s叩ぬtofthe問� 

nj  

the change in inves総隠れ� twith regard to chang告� inth器� S悲� rvicecost ofthe capital stocks. Total investment ωsectors cor附� 

responds to tot皐� 1invi器� stmentdem語ndc昌� lculatedat偽� eequilib亘書� ofthe model，so investment to each sector is rescaled 
皐� s: 

加
�
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Capital stock at y詰artis: 

K/(t) (ト d/)K/(t … 1)φ IN~(t) (M36). 

V Outputs of the model 

Figul湾� 7isお初repredictions of several variables for this model.In order to solve the model for simulation，the 

GAMS (versi∞2.3)is used. This 80食wareis dほvelopedby the GAMS corporation {:htto:/ /www.l!ams.com与� Tocali“ 

bぬもethe parametぽ� s，we used the the SAM data on Japanese economies in 2005. 

百legrowth rate of exogenous variables was set to zero and no technological progress was consid併記d.Hence，this 

prediction is 附� medto be the pessimistic case on Japanese economies and agriculture. In terms of values by 蹴� tors，� 

we aggregated each sector into 3 groups，i.e. first industry，se叩� ndindustry and third industry to save space. 

As time go喰sby，the t糊� 1production of agriculture de四� asesbecau鎚� mostof private i抑制撤entω泌 総trat悲� in 

non-agricultural sectors which have relatively high productivity and high price of capital晶ccordingto the basic郡伊� 

sumption explain必din Eq. (M34). In order to balance the demand and the supply，price of 1st industry goes down and 

consumption for mainly agricultural products also goes down. Also，the砿� pωtsof the 1 st indus匂� decI溜� seand the 

imports of 1st industry go up bec削� seof a rise in domestic market of foodOf ∞urse，if technological progI怠sscan 鰻� 

be realized in the agricultural sector diぼere似合'omthe settings of exogenous干ariablesin this section，the decI宅asein 

agriculture can be avoidable. Since there is not enough space in this paper，such analysis will be conducted inめeother 

paper. 

In total，ωtal income which is measured by the nominal term凶器sbec総総�  ofabove changes. Prices of food and 

food relating products make comprehensive pri伐� ind慌 ，PCINDEX， おcrease.Also，the nominalぬxrevenue goes 

down as shown by the last graph.ηlese ch議院幹話器imulatedby the model aI宮廷畠伝説cwhen we consider ac知alsituation 

in Japan. Hen偲，� it can be said that the滋� odelcap飽resthe real J持議nese斡部omies. 

VI Co鈴clusio鈴

百lepresent study developed a dynamic CGE model for eval糊� tionof rural development policies and explained 

the structure of the model in detail.F儲知resofthi謹modelare asゐ110ws. 

First，the nested production structure wa書出edin agricul知reby considering farmland. Each nest for production 

was determined by the consぬntelasticity of a substi知的ぉ� (CES)type function and had different substitution elastici-

ties. Especially in agriculture，the substitutability of farmland to other input factors，such as capital and labor，was 

ass磁� nedto be low ac∞rding topr郡� iousstudies.τbis indicatωthat if farmland input is fixed and other input factors 

are changed，the changes in agricul匂ralproduction are limited. Such situations are possibly realistic in Japanese ag-

ricul鉛rewhere a set皐sideprogram is mandated and possession of farmland is relatively unchangeable. Using such a 

production s加に初re，it is eぉyfor researcheI宮� toconsider policy measures that affect agricultural productivity in the 

future. 

Second，the nested consumption function was used by assuming that the substitutability of food consumption and 

other consumptions was low. At the bottom nest of the utility function，the Stone繍Gearyutility functi∞was used to 

describe consumer behavior within the food sectors and other sectors. Because of such a structure，if the price of food 

becomes low，皐� decre皐sein food consumption seems to be low as compared to previous models used in other studies 

where皐� simpleutility function was used. In Japan，consumption of rice is continuously declining and the pric記� ofrice 

is decreasing，so the皐bovestructure can be accorded with this real situation to make the model simulation more real必需� 

ttc. 

Third，the recursive dynamic structure was introduced to consider the chroれological説ccumulationof capital 

stocks. Asset management measures that aim to prolong the liたtimeof capital sぬcksare d総� plyrelated to the capital 

formation process，so the above dynamic structure is necessary for evaluation of capital stock po1icies. 

www.l!ams.com与
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Using this model, the chronological changes in production and price at the market can be predicted by sector and 
the situations with-and-without policy changes can be forecast. However, there are several issues remaining. Concrete 
rural development policies need to be evaluated by this model and real data. The model structure also needs to be im-
proved to consider the oligopoly situation in certain industries. Furthermore, improvement of the CGE model structure 
by considering a forward looking process and overlapping generation structure may be useful to evaluate future situa-
tions.

XD C

E M

P Y

PCINDEX TAXR

(Note) Each line shows the ratio of the annual values compared to the values in 2005.
Fig.7　Predictions by variables
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Appendix
Table A1 shows the value of each parameter for simulation on Japanese economic situation. These values are 

based on the GTAP (Global Trade Analysis Program) database developed by the Purdue University and most of them 
were estimation results of previous empirical data.

The sample data of the social accounting matrix (SAM) for the dynamic CGE model on Japanese economies were 
composed from the Input-Output data of Japan in 2005. The SAM data are shown in Table A2.
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農業政策の評価のための応用一般均衡モデルの構造

國光洋二

要　約

2000年代に入り，農家の戸別所得補償やストックマネジメントといった新しい政策が導入される中，これら農業政
策を評価するため、現実の状況を再現でき，経済理論と整合性の高いモデルが必要と考えられる．本研究の目的は，日
本の農業政策の評価のために開発した応用一般均衡モデルの構造を詳細に説明することにある．このモデルの特徴は，
第 1に，農業生産において重要である農地を生産要素として考慮するとともに，農地と他の生産要素（労働，資本）の
代替の弾力性が限定的であるという実証研究の結果を考慮したモデル構造としていること，第 2に，人間生活にとって
欠かすことのできない食料消費と他の財 ･サービスの消費の代替性が低いことや，消費において守られるべき最低限の
水準があることを考慮した消費構造としていること，第 3に，資本の蓄積過程を通じた農業生産の変化を評価するため，
逐次動学体系になっていること，等である．このモデルを用いることにより，農業政策の影響を価格と生産の両面から，
時系列的に見ることが可能となる．

キーワード : 生産要素，代替弾力性，逐次動学体系，資本，労働，農業生産，均衡価格，均衡数量






